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1 . INTRODUCTION AND SOME GENERAL RESULTS
The main object of this paper is to establish the existence of certain
subgraphs in connected infinite graphs . In this first section we consider
graphs which may contain loops and multiple edges and give some results
of a basic nature which we have not seen in print . In the second section
we consider only undirected graphs without loops and multiple edges,
and we deduce the existence of some special subgraphs in infinite graphs
from conditions on the valencies of their vertices ; we use the results
proved in the first section . The Axiom of Choice is assumed throughout .
If G is a graph then the set of vertices, edges, and loops of 0 are
denoted by V(G), E(G) and, L(G) respectively, JG1 denotes I V(G) U E(G) U
U L(G)J . The cardinal of the set of loops and edges incident with a vertex
in a graph will be called the valency of the vertex in the graph . In other
respects the terminology of F . HARARY'S book [2] will be used .
Of the following theorem only 1 and 3 will be used later in the paper,
2 is included for completeness .
THEOREM 1 . Let C5 be a set of undirected, directed or mixed graphs such
that for any two graphs belonging to C5 one is a subgraph o f the other . Then
there exists a (unique) graph G* which is the union of all the graphs belonging
to C5, and it has the following properties
1 . Any finite subgraph o f G* is a subgraph of a graph o f C5, (in particular,
G* is a forest if and only if each graph of C5 is a forest) .
2 . G* is undirected (respectively directed) i f and only i f each graph o f
C5 is undirected (respectively directed), G* is mixed if and only if one or
more graphs of C5 are mixed, and the rest either all undirected or all directed .
3 . If all the graphs o f C5 are undirected and connected, then G* is con-
nected, if they are all directed and weakly (respectively unilaterally or strongly)
connected then G* is weakly (respectively unilaterally or strongly) connected .
PROOF . It follows directly from the total ordering of C5 by inclusion
that the three sets
U V(G)
	




are mutally disjoint and constitute the vertices, loops and edges, re-
spectively, of a graph . This graph is the union of all G E G. The properties
1-3 now follow easily from the total ordering by inclusion of C5 .
From Theorem 1 there follows
COROLLARY 1 . Let 0 be a connected graph and F a forest contained in G.
Then G has a spanning tree T such that F C T .
PROOF. Let the set
a-
of all forests of G containing F be ordered by
inclusion, and let (9 denote any non-empty chain of a- . By 1 of Theorem 1
with
S = Cs the union of all graphs of Q,~ belongs to a- . It follows by Zorn's
Lemma that
a-
contains a maximal element T. It is easy to see that T
contains every vertex of 0 and is connected .
DEFINITION . A set of edges of an undirected graph is called independent
if no two of the edges have a common end-vertex .
Using 1 of Theorem 1 and Zorn's Lemma one easily obtains .
COROLLARY 2 . Any graph contains at least one maximal (with respect
to inclusion) independent set o f edges .
In the next section we will also use the following result which is a special
case of [1, Theorem 2] .
LEMMA 1 . Let G be a connected graph in which every vertex has valency
< A, where a is an infinite cardinal. Then I GI < a .
PROOF . Let x be a vertex of G and let Di denote the set of those vertices
whose distance from x in G is i, i = 0, 1, 2, . . . . Then V (G) = Do U D1 U
u D2
U
. . . because G is connected . IDj+1 I < a IDi l for i = 0, 1, 2, . . . because
every vertex of Di+1 is joined to a vertex of Di and every vertex has
valency <x in G. It now follows easily that IGJ <a .
2 . VALENCY RESTRICTIONS IMPLYING CERTAIN INFINITE SUBGRAPHS
DEFINITIONS . Throughout this section "graph" means an undirected
graph without loops and without multiple edges . The set of vertices of
a graph G having valency < a in G and the set of vertices having valency
a in G, where a is a finite or an infinite cardinal, will be denoted by
V<a(G) and V,,(G) respectively . V>-,(G) and V>a(G) will denote the
complements of these sets .
THEOREM 2 . Let G be a graph such that V<a(G) I =
fi
< y = J V (G) l ( re-
spectively I V,a(G) I
=,9
< y = I V (G) 1), where a, y are infinite cardinals and
a < y . Then it is possible to delete from G a set o f at most a# vertices including
V<a(G) (resp . V,a(G)) (and all edges incident with them) so that the remaining
graph G' has y vertices, and every vertex o f G' has the same valency in G'





= 0 then Theorem 2 is obvious. Suppose that 8 > 1. Let
H denote G- V >,, (G) . Then V(H) = V, ap(G) D V, a(G) . Let H' denote the
union of all those connected components of H which contain at least
one vertex of V<a(G) (resp . V,a(0)) . Then V<a(G) C V(H') (resp . V,a(G) C
C V(H')) . Also H' has at most /9 connected components and every vertex
of H' has valency cad in H' . By Lemma 1 therefore JH'I cafl2 =a9.
Put G-V(H')=G' . Then IV(G')I >y-afl, and y-a/9=y because x<y and
,B < y by hypothesis . If x is a vertex of G' which is not adjacent to H'
in G then obviously x has the same valency in G' as it has in G . If on
the other hand x is a vertex of G' which is adjacent to H' in G and a
denotes the valency of x in G, then a > a9 because otherwise x would
belong to H', and hence the valency of x in G' is at least a-JH'I because
G has no multiple edges. Now a - H'I = a because IH' < a,8 and a > aq .
Thus every vertex of G' has the same valency in G' as it has in G.
Theorem 2 is now proved .
COROLLARY 3 . I f G is any graph such that fewer than I V (G) j vertices
o f 0 have finite valency in G and the number o f such vertices is /9, then it
is possible to delete /9 vertices from 0 so that the remaining graph G' has
V (G) vertices and all o f them have infinite valency in G' .
PROOF . V(G) is infinite . If
/9
is finite then delete all vertices of finite
valency to get G' . If
/9
is infinite then use Theorem 2 with x =No and
IV<a(G)l =i9<y=IV(G)J .
DEFINITION . T, where a is an infinite cardinal, will denote the tree
in which every vertex has valency a .
THEOREM 3 . If G is a connected graph in which every vertex has infinite
valency, and i f W is any non-empty finite or enumerably infinite subset
of V(G), then G contains a T Ho which includes all vertices of W . In particular,
i f IG I= No then G has a spanning tree which is a T m (, .
PROOF . Put W = {w1 , w2, . . . } . We define recursively a sequence of
finite trees T1, T2 , T3, . . . contained in G as follows : Ti =w1 . Having
already defined T,, let T,,' be a finite tree of 0 containing T,,, and con-
taining w,+1 if n + 1 < I W I possibly T,,,'= T,l . If V (T„ ') _ {xl, . . ., x,} select
r distinct vertices yi, . . ., y,, in V(G)- V(T.') such that (xi, y=) E E(G) for
i = 1, . . ., r . Let T,,+1 be the tree obtained by adding to T.' ya and (xi, yi)
for i=1, . . .,r . Then To C T1 C T2 C T3 C . . . . By Theorem 1 T1 U T2 U
U T3 U . . . is a tree of G. From the construction it is a TKO which includes
all vertices of W. Theorem 3 is now proved .
REMARK . The conditions that the graph G is connected and V ,.(G) = 0,
a > No, do not imply that G has a spanning tree T such that each vertex




such that Ko < a <
/3
then the complete bipartite graph K,,, # has no such
spanning tree, as may easily be verified . In fact
If F is any forest contained in Ka ,g then (V>2(F)I <a. In particular,
if F is any spanning forest of Ka , # then I Vc1(F)I=j9=IFS .
For let A, B respectively denote the vertex-classes of K,,# having a
and
/3
vertices. Let F be any forest contained in K,,,. ,g. Let B' denote the
set of the vertices of B whose valency in F is > 2 . For each z E B' let
x(z), y(z) be two vertices of A which are adjacent to z in F. Then if zl
and z2 are any two distinct vertices of B' we have {x(zi ), y(zl)}0{x(z2),
y(z2)}
because F contains no circuit. From this it follows that IB'I < CAI =a.
Hence IV,2(F)I < JAI + IB'I =a .
COROLLARY 4 . For every graph 0 the following two statements are
equivalent :
(1) 0 contains no TKo as a subgraph.
(2) For every subgraph H of 0
1V<K
O
(H)l = I V(H)I .
PROOF . Obviously non (1) = non (2) . We show that non (2) = non (1) :
Suppose that 0 has a subgraph H such that I
V<KO(H)I < I V(H)I . Then
by Corollary 3 H contains a subgraph H' each vertex of which has infinite
valency in H' . By Theorem 3 H' contains a TKO . Corollary 4 is now
proved .
COROLLARY 5 . I f
I V<a(G)I < I V(G) I where a is an infinite cardinal then
G contains a forest consisting o f a mutually disjoint T Ko - s .
PROOF . If we delete a vertex (and all the edges incident with this
vertex) from TKO we obtain a forest consisting of N o mutually disjoint
T Ko - s. Hence by Corollary 4 G contains a forest H consisting of Ko
TKO -s. In what follows we assume that a > Ko .
Let S5 denote the set
of all forests H' such that H' C G and every connected component of H'
is a T KO . We define a partial ordering of S5 as follows : H' < H" if H' is
the union of a proper subset of the connected components of H". This
is obviously a partial ordering of S . By Theorem 1 if (E is any non-empty
chain in S then the union of all the forests belonging to VE belongs to
S and is an upper bound for (Y. Hence by Zorn's Lemma S has a maximal
element, Ho say. Let /3 denote the number of connected components of
Ho . We shall show that
/3
>a . Suppose that a > fl . Then I V (Ho)I =
fJ
<,x .
JV<.(G)I < I V(G)j implies IV(G)1>N. Hence I V(G)- V(Ho)I = I V(G)I . Put
G'=G- V(Ho ) . Then V<a(G') C V<a(G) and therefore V<a(G')~ < I V<a(G)~ <
< I V(G) I = I V(G') . By Corollary 4 G' contains a T KO , and so Ho is not maxi-
mal in S. This contradiction shows that
j9 >
a. Corollary 5 is now proved .
DEFINITION . Let A and B be non-empty disjoint sets of vertices . An
a-seeding from A into B, where a is an infinite cardinal, is a graph con-
sisting of A, B and edges joining vertices of A to vertices of B such that
each vertex of A has valency a and each vertex of B has valency 0 or 1 .
4 1 0
LEMMA 2 . Let G be a bipartite graph consisting of the two disjoint sets
o f vertices A and B together with edges joining vertices of A to vertices of B,
such that 1 < CAI <a and each vertex of A is joined to more than a vertices
of B, where a is an infinite cardinal . Then 0 contains an a-seeding from
A into B .
PROOF . Corresponding to each vertex a e A let s(a) be a set of x
vertices, where s(a) n G = 0 and s(a) n s(a') = 0 whenever a 0 a' . Let A'
denote the union of all these s(a) . Let G' denote the bipartite graph
obtained from A' and B by joining each vertex of B to each vertex of
s(a) if and only if (a, b) e E(G) . By Corollary 2 0' contains a maximal
independent set of edges, say E0 . Each vertex of A' is incident with an
edge of Eo because IA'l=a and each vertex of A' is joined to more than
a vertices of B in G' . By identifying all vertices of s(a) with a for each
a c A we obtain G and an a-seeding of G from A into B from G' and E0.
Lemma 2 is now proved .
THEOREM 4 . Let 0 be a connected graph in which every vertex has
valency > cc, where a is an infinite cardinal, and let H be any forest contained
in 0 with I V(H) I <cc. Then 0 contains a Ta such that H C Ta .
PROOF . Select a connected component of H, say H1 . Corresponding
to each connected component H' of H other than H1 let P(H') denote
an (H1 , H')-path of G-G is connected. Let Q denote
U
P(H') over all
connected components of H other than H1 . Obviously H U Q is connected .
Clearly Q is finite if the number of connected components of H is finite
and otherwise I Q J =the number of connected components of H. By




We define recursively a sequence of trees L=To C Tl C . . . C G such
that I V (Ti) I= a for i = 1, 2, 3, . . . : Since every vertex has valency > a in
G, by Lemma 2 there exists an cc-seeding Hi C G from V (Ti) into V (G) -
-V(TT) . Put T1+1 =T1 U Hi . Then
U°. 0
TT is a T« containing H. Theorem
4 is now proved .
From Theorems 2 and 4 we have
COROLLARY 6 . Let 0 be a graph and a an infinite cardinal . I
f I
V<a(G)I <
< I V(G) I then 0 D Ta .
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